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9C List of courses addressing Regional Needs: 2019 - 23 
Course Code Course Title Brief Justification 

ECO 22001GE  Planning and Development 
It deals with various concepts of economic planning and throws light on the role of government 
in economic development. 

ECO 22207DCE  Agricultural Economics 

Starting with the explanation of theoretical questions, the course intends to enhance the 
awareness of issues that are relevant to agriculture economics and contemporary debates in 
the literature in order to enable the analyses of these issues with basic microeconomics 
concepts. It also attempts to put Indian agriculture in proper perspective in 
light with established theories and models related to the subject 

ECO 22302CR  
Indian Economic 

Development 

The emphasis of this course is on the overall social, political and economic environment 
influencing policy decisions in contemporary settings. Such an analysis is essential because the 
Indian economy is a unique amalgam of alternative competing and often conflicting theories. A 
proper understanding of its working is imperative if the student is to comprehend the 
ramifications that underlie most of the observed phenomena in the Indian 
economic set-up. 

ECO 22402CR  Public Economics 

This course lays the foundation required to understand the market failure and the role of 
government in the economy. In order to develop a broader understanding of the subject, the 
issues pertaining to public goods, externality, taxation and expenditure are dealt with Indian 
context.  

ECO 22404CR  Issues in Indian Economy 

Keeping in view the scope for alternative approaches, the emphasis of 
the course is on overall social, political and economic environment influencing policy decisions. 
To develop all these themes within a sectoral analysis framework, the course is divided into 
specific units dealing with various issues of interest and contemporary relevance.  

ECO 22406DCE  Indian Financial System 

This course introduces the macroeconomic dimensions of Indian Financial System. It will 
attempt to understand the crucial role played by financial markets and intermediaries in the 
development of Indian economy. The working and functioning of Stock Exchange and its 
Regulations are also the subject matter of this course. 

  

ECO22004OE  Banking and Finance in India 

This course covers the study of the banking and Public Finance. It intends to familiarise 
students with non- economic background to the conceptual framework of banking and finance 
in India and the role played by financial institutions in sectoral development of India since their 
evolution. 
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